ADVENTURE PILOT GPS – AVMAP GPS

ADVENTURE PILOT IFLY 720 GPS

A new level of value boasting versatility and portability with internal power in a smaller 5” form factor. Built for the harsh elements that iPads can’t support. Superior reception, extreme operating temperature ranges pilots need at a fraction of the competition’s price—even the updates are affordable priced. Sunlight readable and provides both VFR and IFR situational awareness in a simple-to-use 5” Touchscreen. Cord free flying up to 2 hours when ship power is not available. Go straight from the runway to the highway with iFly Streets™. Automatically transition to and from the Airport Diagram upon takeoff and landing. Plan your next flight on official VFR and IFR charts with access to public and private airports. Presents your position over official charts with un-paralleled clarity due to the extensive optimization process. Grab the latest TAF, METAR, Winds Aloft, TFRs and other data before takeoff for reference in flight. Active Alert System monitors and generates warnings of approaching concerns. Without Street Maps…………………P/N 11-12034 ……………..$389.00

ADVENTURE PILOT IFLY 740B TOUCHSCREEN

The 7-inch touch screen aviation GPS has been reborn! The next evolution is still big and bright enough to read easily in flight and affordable!

An included suction mount with multiple articulation points. The touch screen interface is incredibly simple to use. No installation or setup required. Just turn it on and you’re ready to fly! The iFly 740B is loaded with digital copies of FAA sectionals, IFR Low Enroute charts, airport diagrams, approach plates, and more. In fact, everything from planning to flying is designed around image enhanced Enroute charts, airport diagrams, approach plates, and more. In fact, the extensive optimization process. Grab the latest TAF, METAR, Winds Aloft, TFRs and other data before takeoff for reference in flight. Active Alert System monitors and generates warnings of approaching concerns. Without Street Maps…………………P/N 11-15662 ……………..$399.00

External Battery Pack…………………P/N 11-15708 …………………..$129.95

WX WEATHER FOR THE AV8OR AND AV8OR ACE

WX WEATHER BLUE TOOTH KIT

WX WEATHER PORTABLE ANTENNA - Small and portable, the XM Radio antenna allows you to receive a satellite signal from XM Radio and XM WX Satellite Weather (subscriptions required). A 25-ft cable ensures flexible installation to the WxWorx receiver via an SMA connection. The antenna features a magnetic mount that firmly affixes it to metal surfaces, with rubber feet to prevent scratching. NOTE: This antenna is not compatible with the original WxWorx receiver (Model WX03).

P/N 11-06712 ……………….$57.00

AUDIO CABLE - Code: AUDCAB …………P/N 11-06729 ……………….$15.75

WX WEATHER DC POWER SUPPLY - 50 ft. extension cable for the XM Digital Antenna Code: DCDC02 …………P/N 11-06730 ……………….$18.95

WX WEATHER DC POWER WITH PLUG - Code: DCDCPLUGS …………P/N 11-06731 ……………….$27.80

WX WEATHER AC POWER SUPPLY - Code: ACDC02 …………P/N 11-06732 ……………….$17.75

WXWORX on Wings WR-10 USB Bundle …………P/N 11-10871 ……………….$95.00

WXWORX on Wings WR-10BT BT Bundle …………P/N 11-10877 ……………….$97.00

WXWORX XM Weather Package for iPad …………P/N 11-10885 ……………….$95.00

WXWORX Mobile Link DC Power Cable …………P/N 11-11228 ……………….$14.95

WXWORX Baron Mobile link Wi-Fi Antenna …………P/N 11-11229 ……………….$7.50

AVMAP ULTRA - EFIS

AvMap Ultra is a stand alone EFIS with a 3.5” ultra bright LCD display. The unit is compact (only 63.3 mm /2.49” of installing depth) and ultra light: only 230 g (8.1 oz)! Designed for light-sport, ultralight and experimental aircraft. Ultra compact: only 2.49” of installing depth, and only 3.74” x 3.74” of external frame. Ultra bright: 3.5” ultra bright LCD display with 500 cd/m² brightness.

Ultra powerful, packed with everything you need: • 3.5” ultra bright LCD • GPS • Solid state 3-axis gyro • 3-axis accelerometer • 3-axis magnetic field sensor • Pitot and Static air data sensors • UAV motion processor and sensor fusion software • Preloaded with Jeppesen database (including VOR, NDB). The AvMap Ultra can display on the 3.5” LCD two different pages: PFD and HSI. Change Page by using the rotor knob. Your Navigation back-up! The AvMap Ultra also provides navigation back-up in the HSI screen you can select from the preloaded Jeppesen Database an Airport, a VOR station or NDB transmitter as your navigation point. The Ultra EFIS contains an internal world magnetic model that allows it to calculate the local magnetic deviation and dip. The Ultra EFIS can calculate current position and ground speed even in the absence of GPS.

P/N 11-12004 ……………….$899.00

Visit www.aircraftspruce.com for complete AVMAP packages.

www.aircraftspruce.com